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…This chapter is not the story of Pretty Hate Machine’s sonic afterbirth, but rather its commercial one. The oral 
histories have shown how the album touched the lives of people in unique but related ways. Many discussed the 
tension of such powerful art being sold in a mass market. Nine Inch Nails is nothing if not an industrial product, 
and this story is about the industrialization of NIN’s musical world through one particular retail-industrial logic: 
the mall. 
 
The “alternative nation” Farrell conjured with Lollapalooza was built up by a record industry that was growing 
on the strength of the CD format, a flourishing concert network, MTV, emerging alt-rock radio stations, pop-
music journalism, and a new paradigm in merchandising. In the 1990s, alternative went to the suburbs through 
chain store Hot Topic. Nine Inch Nails and Hot Topic formed an early symbiosis that helped each other thrive 
in a world that was hostile to dissent, radical expression, and nonconformity: the American mall. Both also 
suffered backlash for mainstreaming and commodifying formerly scarce or subversive ideas. Hot Topic was 
where sellouts sold the idea that selling out sucked. 
 
If, as Michael Azerrad states in Our Band Could Be Your Life, post-punk bands like U2 and R.E.M. helped 
make 1986 the year punk vets first noticed that “the transition from underground to ‘alternative’ was under 
way,” then Hot Topic became a key retail support for the new generation of alternative bands that made 1991 
“the year punk broke” into the mainstream. The store became the material home for the sceneless scene; it was 
where the alternative-music culture of the nineties became the mall-based mainstream. 
 
Within the retail industry, Hot Topic is called a “mall-based youth apparel retailer.” It specializes in licensed 
music merchandise for its 680 locations nationwide. Its founder, Iowa-born retail veteran Orv Madden, said that 
the company filled a void. “Prior to this, if you wanted to buy a concert T-shirt, a sticker, a patch or something 
related to your favorite artist, you had to either go to a concert and buy it out of some guy’s trunk, or go to an 
urban store in areas such as Melrose in L.A. or the Village in New York.” Madden invested his life savings in 
the first Hot Topic, in Montclair, California, in 1989, because he saw a potential fortune in bringing band T-
shirts as well as underground materials, like those hinted at on MTV’s 120 Minutes (begun in 1986), to 
suburban consumers. 
 
Hot Topic was not the first retail chain to market the counterculture, but it was the first to cater to a music 
audience, specifically to fans of music in the post-punk era. Spencer Gifts, a mall chain since 1964, sold 
merchandise that bordered on the Hot Topic market, but throughout the nineties the store appealed more to the 
hippie-stoner and metalhead lifestyles. Spencer’s was equal parts low-key head shop, Bible Belt sex shop, and 
Mad magazine joke shop: a hint of taboo without the actual mess of drugs, sex, or shit. In the back of the store 
were rows of Lennon, Marley, Zeppelin, Hendrix, and Doors posters, along with racks of GN’R T-shirts. In this 
ossified vision of music history Hot Topic was insurgent, or perhaps the bratty underling who rejected, rather 
than coveted, its big sister’s or brother’s record collection. 
 
Hot Topic opened new stores rapidly in the early nineties, but most American teens still had to find their 
alternative fashions in out-of-the-way places. Enchanting Silver Tree, a 34-year-old western Pennsylvania 
woman who is a MySpace friend of my Pretty Hate Machine profile, wrote to me about her experience trying to 
emulate NIN fashion before Hot Topic: 
 
My best friend and I hung out at the mall, and it was the summer of 1990 that I was exposed to NIN for the first 
time. We evolved from our Debbie Gibson, bubblegum existence into our goth/punk selves. At this time it was 
downtown where we headed to gather our fashions from underground shops and cutting-edge music stores. 
Armed with our black fishnets, leather jackets, chains, spikes, and Manic Panic, we joined a new revolution of 
music that would not only influence us as we were, but also mold us permanently. There was no Hot Topic for 
us. In fact, it was rare to even find appropriate black clothing anywhere at the mall when it all started, and of 



course, certain music was untouchable at the mall as well. Then it all crumbled under the sellouts of our 
modern-day goths/punks. It was no longer a lifestyle, just a style. 
 
The struggle to find things was half the thrill, and if it meant driving around town and meeting new people who 
shared your style, all the better. Hot Topic made the music and the looks ubiquitous, eroding the potential to 
communicate dedication simply through alternative style. 
 
Since many of the emerging alt-rock bands of the nineties were raised on the DIY ethics of the eighties punk 
scene, they struggled with things like deciding whether to sign to a major label and maintaining political and 
artistic integrity in the era of mass distribution, corporate financing, and aggressive marketing. Enchanting 
Silver Tree makes it clear that audiences faced a similar tension in their pursuit of authentic performances of 
alternative identity. For many who had struggled to find the right, the good, and the cool, Hot Topic was a 
shortcut to subculture. Those who did shop there were considered poseurs, both for taking an easy route to style 
and for that style’s being dictated by a large corporation. 
 
Just as Trent Reznor sounded little like his alt-rock commercial peers, so was he disinterested in the political 
posturing of the puritan ethics and aesthetics of socially conscious nineties punks or their industrial kin. A 
synth-loving Kiss fan from a small town who made music to escape failure, he never specifically distrusted the 
massification of music culture, only the exploitation of creators by those with the money and power. Hot Topic 
was a perfect fit, a reputable distributor that would carry goods representing his particular worldview to kids 
like him back in subculture-forsaken places like Mercer. 
 
Part of the backlash against Hot Topic can be justified not by its goods but by its corporate logic. As a chain 
whose goal is profit, it has no articulated ethics. It doesn’t carry merchandise from local or underground artists 
or craftspersons, thus rejecting a core value of the punk scene. Profits come from a distribution system that 
privileges bands that are either rising or evergreen in national stature, which means either major-label artists or 
artists who slogged for a decade in the underground. (Yes, they sell Black Flag shirts.) Further, Hot Topic does 
not take principled stances on merchandise that sparks controversy. Like Nothing Records, the store came under 
attack in the nineties for its apparent “Satanism,” and was pressured to stop selling a number of pagan-oriented 
items. By the early twenty-first century, Jay Johnson, the company’s senior vice president for investor relations, 
had developed a generic line about the ethics of Hot Topic merchandise: “We don’t have anything that 
promotes drugs, alcohol, or violence. We do a very good job of editing the selection. That doesn’t mean 
everything we sell every mother and father thinks their kids should have.” 
 
The other part of the backlash is more complex: it is a critique of consumption in general and the 
commodification of dissent in particular. Even people who are critical of capitalism and consumption still must 
live, however uncomfortably, as consumers within their society. The question then becomes one about 
compromise between ethical stance and needs or desires. As Ellen Willis writes: 
 
As it is, the profusion of commodities is a genuine and powerful compensation for oppression. It is a bribe, but 
like all bribes it offers concrete benefits — in the average American’s case, a degree of physical comfort 
unparalleled in history. Under present conditions, people are preoccupied with consumer goods not because 
they are brainwashed but because buying is the one pleasurable activity not only permitted but actively 
encouraged by our rulers. The pleasure of eating an ice cream cone may be minor compared to the pleasure of 
meaningful, autonomous work, but the former is easily available and the latter is not. 
 
Critics of consumer culture—from Herbert Marcuse to The Baffler—often ignore these basic facts: shopping is 
necessary for survival, it can be pleasurable, and material goods shape and articulate personal identity and thus 
supply the imagination with much needed stimulus. That shopping has historically been “women’s work” 
makes it all the more suspect when critics damn it. In the case of Hot Topic’s critics, consumption is not just 
feminized but infantilized, and the choices on display are systematically devalued for their potential for “real” 
political content. The suppression happens on both ends, however; the corporate logic of Hot Topic is that it 



must systematically ignore the radical meanings suggested by gender-neutral clothes and makeup, bondage 
wear, and rainbow stickers reading “Recruiter,” lest it be forced to articulate a pro-genderqueer, pro-teen 
sexuality, and pro-gay and lesbian stance just when these are hot political topics. Still, the items are on offer to 
all. 
 
Making difference accessible to those who need it is a key value for punk, and by that logic Hot Topic and Nine 
Inch Nails fulfill a needed role. Watching David Bowie in 1972, the performances of Trent Reznor in 1994 or 
Marilyn Manson in 1996 could provoke the thought, “I am weird like that,” a recognition that might begin and 
end with a T-shirt, but also might go further. Certainly there was something queer about Nine Inch Nails, 
especially in the first half of the nineties, as Reznor explored masochism in lyrics, in videos full of BDSM 
imagery taken from various gay, gothic, and high-art contexts, and in erotically charged live performances that 
left male and female fans alike questioning the limits placed on their pleasure. Reznor’s own fraught 
masculinity—especially with the misogynist metaphors, the exclusive homosociality of his musical career, and 
the fact that Manson’s autobiography says Reznor took part in sexual exploitation—might make him seem less 
than progressive, but the desire his performances provoke is no less real. Perhaps it is these daydreams, full of 
sex for pleasure in forms that they think should inspire guilt, that truly worry parents. 
 
Teenage years are synonymous with the creation of identity. Status is foregrounded for teenagers because it is 
virtually the only form of capital they can access. But there are allowances and first jobs, and that capital is 
courted in the new empires of teen shopping. The demographic for Hot Topic is 12–22 years old, suburban, and 
lower-middle class. Successful artists for the store are those who reflect the concerns that their listeners know 
well: love, sex, fear, peer acceptance, social control, and disillusionment. Nine Inch Nails did it throughout the 
early nineties, and Marilyn Manson took the baton in the mid-decade. Green Day’s American Idiot and My 
Chemical Romance’s The Black Parade ruled the 2000s: all offer rage at the scourges of suburbia—
consumerism, predatory religion, social isolation, and the forcible assimilation of difference—but none offer 
solutions. They are not messiahs, only critically conscious older friends, yet they do offer tidbits of style that a 
teen can pick up at Hot Topic to signify that something is working itself out in this young mind and body. 
 
The upper limit of Hot Topic’s demographic is no coincidence. A successful shopper at the store grows too wise 
for it and learns to reject it, as that person either becomes more enmeshed in the politics of counterculture or 
ages out of rebellion. The good thing for Hot Topic is that as long as there are suburbs, there will be malls and 
angry 13-year-olds. 
 
The Antichrist of Suburbia 
 
The mall has been a symbolic home to the American teen since the fifties, but the home hasn’t always been the 
happiest one. The enclosed mall is a concept that became a fixture of postwar suburbia. They emerged in 
midwestern states and towns such as Minnesota, Detroit, and Cleveland, quickly replacing downtown outdoor 
shopping districts. The corporations that ran malls grew to prefer chain stores to local businesses because the 
former had big-money national advertising and client bases. This created a network of homogenous shops that 
catered to increasingly homogenous tastes, a kind of industrialization of the shopping experience. 
 
Just as malls made for a more generic shopping experience, the spaces they came to occupy in American society 
moved beyond consumption to the realm of the political. Malls were created to be exclusive enclaves away 
from the urban and poor, and many mall-leasing agents fought (and continue to fight) against public 
transportation access, freedom of speech within mall property, and loitering, while fighting for teen curfews. 
 
On the 50th anniversary of the mall, nearly two-thirds of Americans consider them to be a focal point of 
communities and good community partners, according to an April 2007 survey by the International Council of 
Shopping Centers.71 The 1,000-plus respondents were 18 and over. Teens may feel differently, as they spend 
more time but less money in malls than adults do. In 1997, the first survey of teen shopping habits was released 
by the International Council of Shopping Centers, which reported that more than 80 percent of teens visited a 



mall at least once a month, and 56 percent visited a mall weekly. On average, teenagers spent $20 less than 
older shoppers, and 1 in 5 teens made no purchase at all. They also spent an average of 90 minutes in malls, 
compared with others’ 75 minutes. While the survey proved that teens weren’t just loitering, it did show that the 
mall is a social space as much as a commercial one. And for a significant minority, Hot Topic becomes a focal 
point of mall-based sociability. 
 
In the late nineties, the average teen spent $3,000 per year on apparel, food, and entertainment, and in 2010 the 
biggest generation of teens increased to 32 million.  While this demographic has created a bubble of teen-based 
culture, it also means too many kids spending too much time in malls with too little spending for mall retailers. 
A March 2007 article in the St. Louis Dispatch reported that an increasing number of malls had instituted 
“parental escort policies” to limit the number of unsupervised teenagers on weekend nights. The idea was to end 
loitering so that families could feel safe wandering the mall halls on weekends. In the article, Patrice Duker, a 
spokesperson for the International Council of Shopping Centers, said, “The mall is there for the act of 
commerce, not just to hang out.” So two-thirds of Americans think malls are positive community centers, but 
only if those menacing people under 18 are contained in a parental-pickup pen in the food court after 3 p.m., at 
least on the weekends. For many teens, this is its own form of betrayal, and for shops like Hot Topic it could 
lead to disaster. 
 
Shock Value/Stock Value 
 
When Hot Topic was founded, it had few national competitors, and so finding a space to draw the teen eye and 
dollar was easy. The chain grew quickly, and by 1997 the company saw $44 million in sales from its 83 
locations. Throughout the nineties, the Lollapalooza masses showed that there were different values for beauty 
and different presentations of gender and sexuality than those offered by and in mainstream society: neo-tribal 
body art; piercing; clothes that gave the body a new or strange silhouette; cosmetics that crossed or simply 
ignored the boundaries between women and men. Hot Topic seized on the materials of this “deviance.” While 
grunge standard bearers like Pearl Jam and Nirvana blended more with the code of Spencer’s, it was at Hot 
Topic where the edgier vibe of the decade flourished. Rebellion or deep meaning, the price was the same for 
everyone. 
 
If 1991 was the year punk broke, 1994 was the year goth broke. With the release of The Downward Spiral; 
Marilyn Manson’s first album, Portrait of an American Family; and the films Interview with the Vampire and 
The Crow, mainstream depictions of goth peaked. Hot Topic couldn’t have been more poised: from 1989 to 
2001, the store took the physical form of a Germanic castle, with faux-decrepit walls and inset gargoyles. 
Merchandise was dimly lit with pin spots. A twisted spiderweb metal gate welcomed shoppers. 
 
Perhaps not by coincidence, 1994 was a golden age for NIN. The Crow was touched by Reznor’s Nothing 
Records label twice: NIN’s cover of Joy Division’s “Dead Souls” was on the soundtrack, and the graphic 
novelist James O’Barr, whose work inspired the film, was briefly on the label as part of Trust Obey. In 1995, 
Pretty Hate Machine climbed from gold to platinum to double platinum (as of September 2010, it had sold 3.2 
million copies, only 400,000 fewer than TDS), while the strength of the market allowed Hot Topic to go public 
in 1996, raising $24 million. Orv Madden called Nine Inch Nails a “core artist” for the store: a band that drove 
the whole generational aesthetic. 
 
It was the commercial high point of Nine Inch Nails, but Hot Topic was still building its empire among 
disaffected teens. The question for the store was who could replace Trent as the next leader of the black parade. 
The answers were and are hashed out in the five-mile strip of former cattle ranches and citrus farms that is the 
City of Industry, California, where the corporate brain of Hot Topic resides. This random swath of the San 
Gabriel Valley was incorporated in 1957 to be a Foreign Trade Zone. Some 2,200 businesses flocked there, 
while the town boasts only 777 residents. The city is funded through a retail tax collected at its local mall. Hot 
Topic moved its headquarters there just as The Downward Spiral was released. This is where the future of alt-
rock retailing is predicted, or perhaps decided. 



 
Russ Jimenez, the marketing manager of Hot Topic, says everyone at headquarters has “a passion for music 
that’s an important part of our identities” and that “a lot of our store employees are in bands, but even those who 
aren’t go to see bands live all the time.” Employees’ concert tickets are free if they write up fashion reports 
afterward. Madden mandated a “no dress code” at the office to make the quest for hip a personal one for the 
staff. The corporate boardroom is said to have a full performance stage and be furnished with shabby-chic 
furniture and oversize rugs. Jimenez says it is in this boardroom where Hot Topic performs the “ancient Chinese 
secret” of picking which bands to promote. The recipe involves going to “tons of shows” and getting “feedback 
from stores.” 
 
In the nineties, Hot Topic was on the cutting edge of computer networking, so that all its stores could report to 
headquarters for daily sales. With constant surveillance of street trends and store sales, Hot Topic was a paragon 
of flexible response to music and fashion trends. The employee observations often paid off: an employee in the 
mid-nineties reported that kids at raves carried glow sticks but had nowhere to put them, so the company 
quickly manufactured jeans with special pockets to hold them. The same thing happened whenever a new 
rocker’s MTV look provoked headlines. The store’s HQ always had the network on. The fashion could be found 
soon after in Hot Topic. 
 
But most people don’t want to dress like rock stars; they want to wear T-shirts of rock stars. This is where the 
real money is for the chain: licensed apparel. The major interior visual statement of Hot Topic is its selection of 
T-shirts that are folded squarely and tiled across store walls. This is how the company justifies its trademarked 
slogan “It’s All About the Music” and how it earns 30 percent of its revenue. Hot Topic is consistently one of 
the top 10 customers for the major music licensors, making it an industry powerhouse. 
 
With this volume of sales, Hot Topic has major leverage with licensors. Hot Topic’s trend analysts help pick the 
bands to license. “When they’re trying to figure out who the next hot artist is to do a licensing deal with, that’s 
where we come into play. We’ve got our finger on the up-and-coming artists nationwide, and in return for 
helping the major licensors figure out who to do deals with, they do special things for us,” says Madden. Hot 
Topic brokers exclusive deals with bands and for certain shirt designs. It also orders major shipments of T-shirts 
in 30- to 60-day lead times, to keep abreast of trends. In the industry, this is known as “just in time” inventory; 
in economic theory, it is thought to be a classic post-Fordist production strategy, a way for businesses to 
respond more quickly to niche market demand. An investor’s column endorsing Hot Topic in 2001 explained it 
this way: “When any musical artist starts to lose popularity, its goods are relegated to less store shelf space in 
favor of the ‘hot band’ that has replaced it as the new big thing.” This keeps Hot Topic nimble in the fickle 
world of teen taste, but also contributes to the backlash against the company. 
 
It also begs a question: how much does Hot Topic act as mirror to teen fashion and how much as an influence? 
Hot Topic has a huge distribution network, and each store has limited space for selling band merch. By giving 
an artist space on its walls early on, usually coordinated with a push from the label and radio play, Hot Topic 
can help promote the bands it claims it only supports. Jimenez emphasizes that the company prefers to work 
with artists early in their careers: “It’s important for us to find emerging bands, because we’re in a good place to 
support them.” 
 
It’s no surprise that many of the bands featured at Hot Topic in the nineties were from Nine Inch Nails’ parent 
label, Interscope. That label, more than any other major label of the era, saw the economic value in putting 
renegade sounds by challenging artists into the mainstream, beginning with its controversial distribution of 
Death Row Records artists Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, and Tupac Shakur. The label then cultivated Nine Inch Nails 
and its Nothing Records roster as its flagship alternative-rock voice, having freed Reznor from his disastrous 
TVT deal with the promise of creative control and his own label for artist development. As detailed in the 
introduction, Interscope profited mightily from the pop-music moral panics throughout the decade, managing to 
be edgy in both the urban and alternative formats. 
 



The formula for a good Interscope rock band might even have had something to do with their ability to tie in to 
the Hot Topic distribution share. Was the band tied to an already mature, diffused subculture like Manson and 
goth? Could their look be merchandised like the ska-punk threads or bindis of No Doubt? One of the reasons 
Hot Topic avoided grunge and more socially conscious punk was that those genres had a look one could get 
secondhand. Hot Topic’s symbiosis with Interscope bands went into the shop’s second decade with the skinny 
jeans and glam goth-punk of AFI and the fingerless glove garage of the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, among others. But 
Hot Topic is clear in keeping its demographic in place: there are few, if any, Interscope rap artists, or any other 
black musicians, represented on Hot Topic’s store walls. 
 
The Downward Spiral 
 
By 1999, the alternative generation had effectively ended (the last consecutive Lollapalooza was in 1997), and a 
new generation focused on rap-rock, nu-metal, and post-grunge. Hot Topic got competitors: Pacific Sunwear, 
Gadzooks, Buckle, Wet Seal, and even Spencer’s. In 2001, the design team JGA remodeled Hot Topic in a 
nightclub style with brushed steel and industrial architectural elements against glass, faux brick, and red 
ceilings: a mall space modeled after postindustrial reuse. Even Nails changed to a more streetwear-informed 
look, while the music of The Fragile era became less aggressive and more introspective, and the uglier emotions 
of NIN’s early albums eddied around with late nineties rockers like Linkin Park. 
 
Throughout the early 2000s, a mix of nu-metal, pop-punk, and emo-punk merchandise carried the store. The 
rise of glam emo—with its androgynous, neo-Edwardian costuming—proved a temporary boon, as did the 
overwhelming popularity of Slipknot and Insane Clown Posse. But there was no hit band on the level of Nails 
or Manson, so Hot Topic looked to promote other pop-cultural icons. Take, for example, its 2002 SpongeBob 
SquarePants campaign, which a former longtime employee called the “beginning of the end” for her. In 2003, 
CEO Betsy McLaughlin was calling for “shirts that diss SpongeBob” to counter the effect. 
 
After 15 years of unstoppable growth, Hot Topic stock nosedived in 2004, and has been shaky ever since. It 
traded at a high of $31 in January 2004, but by the summer of 2010, it was trading at around $5.14. Back in July 
2004, the Los Angeles Business Journal reported that “trends toward preppy looks and bright colors, primarily 
pink, are hurting the company’s sales,” a signal that Hot Topic’s main look was waning among teens. A 
company built on the ethos that “black is always the new black” cannot so easily carry preppy pink, and since 
2004, Hot Topic has had an identity crisis in trying to find apparel that represents the new alterna niches. In 
2008, a retail reporter wrote that “being ‘on trend,’ i.e., keeping ahead of the style curve to lure fashion-
conscious shoppers, is just as important as economic climate” and that Hot Topic “is increasingly seen as 
decidedly off-trend.” 
 
In the meantime, Hot Topic’s success spawned an evangelical Christian mallternative, C28, which opened its 
first store in 2001 and now has 11 stores in California and Virginia. Selling T-shirts, music, jewelry, stickers, 
and other accessories in a shop that looks just like Hot Topic (and is often placed directly across from the store 
in malls), C28 refers to its business as mall-based evangelical outreach programs geared to teens through the 
social encounter provided by retail exchange. The company taps into the ever-expanding universe of Christian 
corporations that earn profits while claiming to be “not of this world.” Its shirts use the same distressed fonts, 
tattoo art, silk-screen motifs, and bold graphics as those at Hot Topic, and employ slogans like “Broken” (from 
the Book of Psalms) or “Liar” as edgy self-appraisals reclaimed from the lyrics of profaners like Nine Inch 
Nails. 
 
C28 calls itself an “alternative to the mainstream mall stores,” part of the ongoing campaign by the Christian 
right to use the language of progressive social causes to rebrand itself. C28 sells one part of its message—hope, 
salvation, and belonging—as sexy, the evangelical part as character-building suffering, and its regressive 
politics as “rebellious” against secular mainstream values. Two striking examples of the appropriation of 
progressive style for conservative politics are on C28 shirts: a red tee features a Che Guevara-style silk screen 
of Ronald Reagan with an antiabortion slogan, while another has a cute blue monkey raging against either 



paternity or evolution: “I’m not your daddy.” Those who wish to open a C28 franchise must, in addition to 
having the proper capital, “articulate his or her testimony profession of their faith,” which includes a clause on 
purity from “harassment, promiscuity, pornography, fornication, adultery, homosexuality and any other deviant 
behavior delineated in scripture.” 
 
In the early twenty-first century, the American mall has become not just an acknowledged retail and social 
center, but also a battleground of ethical consumerism. With C28’s stance so articulated, the dedication of Hot 
Topic to bringing progressive undergrounds into the mall mainstream becomes a more explicitly political act 
that it has no corporate policy to back. In this climate, the rise of the Twilight books and films takes on an even 
more insidious tone. Hot Topic CEO McLaughlin called Twilight a “once a decade” license deal, and indeed the 
store has shifted toward the pre-teen abstinence-only eroticism that Twilight presents, while only three years 
ago it prominently displayed “Rainbows Are Gay” T-shirts and lauded the gender-fucking emo scene as its 
own. But emo didn’t hit, and it didn’t last. If Hot Topic is only reflecting youth culture, then the twenty-first 
century rock-based entertainment industry has failed to produce a compelling star with an independent, 
counterculturally minded message on the level of Nine Inch Nails who can put forth skepticism in the mall 
marketplace, which is more than a problem for music. It’s a problem for American progressive culture. 
 
Year Zero 
 
The long pause between Nine Inch Nails’ The Fragile (1999) and With Teeth (2005) saw not just a change in 
mall-based retail but in the entire nature of music sales and distribution. In that space Reznor got sober and won 
a lawsuit against his longtime manager John Malm Jr., thus ending their relationship and signaling Reznor’s 
renewed interest in the band as a business entity. He began to control the art and economy of Nine Inch Nails 
with a new intensity, first by connecting the physical CD sales and ticketing back to the well-run and vibrant 
nin.com website, and then by releasing the tracks to “The Hand That Feeds” and “Only” for open remix. He 
became more actively engaged in his own marketing and obsessed with the two-way communication 
possibilities of the so-called “Web 2.0” moment. A flurry of communications began, and the man behind the 
mass media was exposed: a newly beefy obsessive worker, online video poster, and intermittent Twitterer. In 
his chatter, he seemed to be more and more like his fans, only super-rich and internationally famous. Some were 
saddened by this mundane intimacy, but many were thrilled. 
 
In the wake of the government failure that led to the flooding of his post-Cleveland home of New Orleans, 
Reznor turned his rage from the personal to the political for Year Zero (2007), an album he wrote on his laptop 
while touring. With it, the entire tone of Nine Inch Nails shifted. Year Zero was his last Interscope album, and 
the label partnered with Hot Topic to market the release with a national listening party, an online and in-store 
presale, three exclusive designs of Nine Inch Nails T-shirts, and the “Featured Artist” spot on Hot Topic’s web 
page. At a listening party in a Glendale, California, mall, no one came. 
 
Perhaps the “real” fans of Nine Inch Nails in Los Angeles were not at Hot Topic because they were chasing 
down clues for the band’s prerelease game. Trent got Interscope to hire Web marketers 42 Entertainment to 
create “Year Zero,” an alternate-reality game with a dystopian-future theme, in which clues were leaked via 
various media platforms and tracked by fans on the amazingly well-networked web pages of the ninternet. At 
the same time as the Hot Topic listening party, a van pulled up at a designated billboard on Melrose Avenue, 
dumped out Nine Inch Nails “resistance propaganda,” including stickers, buttons, and cell phones to use for 
future clues, then drove away. No money exchanged hands and no music was heard. It was just another strange 
moment in the ever-unfolding story of the game. “Year Zero” worked because the band’s fans are rabid and 
obsessive, and will follow the band regardless of their place in the market, even though the fans mostly found 
them through the market. The alternate reality—a band as the locus for an aesthetic, ethical, playful world—has 
become real through the ongoing work of fans, the label, the media, and Trent. 
 
The reality of Hot Topic is that it is a brick-and-mortar rock-music merchandiser facing an increasingly non-
brick-and-mortar retail and non-rock era. Its core demographic, those non-driving teens, are being banned from 



the mall and increasingly finding their own musical and cultural identities online, without as much corporate-
controlled mediation. So Hot Topic, like an aging rock band, has a few options: it can serve the dinosaurs by 
selling nineties acts and novelties, or it can go extinct. The third option is one that NIN has taken: shed the bulk 
and focus on new, innovative elements of the underground culture. This means ending sentimentality and 
risking the brand. 
 
Ghosts I-IV (2008) was, after 20 years of work under the Nine Inch Nails name, the first album in which the 
politics of creation, production, and distribution were as much in the foreground as the music: the first NIN 
artifact to fit to the eighties standards for underground industrial music. The album was independently released 
by the band on their label The Null Corporation, and was licensed for noncommercial sharing and remixing 
through Creative Commons. As a 36-track improvisational, ambient, instrumental album, Ghosts was the kind 
of thing a major label would have really called an abortion if they’d been asked. Nine Inch Nails had always 
asserted that the physical object of music delivery ought to be art, so with the Ghosts paradigm, Reznor made 
both cheaper, easily accessible copies and more luxurious, limited-edition packages. In this way, NIN’s music 
became both a mass product and an art multiple. Reznor offered free downloads of nine tracks, $5 full 
downloads, $10 CDs, a $75 deluxe edition, and a $300 ultra-deluxe edition. He sold $1.6 million worth in the 
first week. The album hit the top of Billboard’s Dance/Electronic chart, ranked third on Alternative Albums, 
and reached No. 14 on the Billboard 200. 
 
With Ghosts, Reznor’s image was remade. In the nineties, he was portrayed as a gothic bad boy, a brat who was 
pissed about never getting as much cred as Kurt and who picked fights with rival rockers, and an anti-Christian 
folk devil. In the second half of the 2000s, he became a symbol of resistance to the corporate music industry, an 
icon helping to dismantle the very structures that made him, through his use of everyday digital technologies. 
He became what he always was to his fans: an antihero of postindustrial popular music. 
 
Hot Topic’s partner MP3 store, ShockHound, was introduced in the fall of 2008. It may have the same edgy, 
alt-rock design that carries the Hot Topic brand, but the e-shop stocks genres way outside the brand’s aesthetic. 
Like its competitors iTunes and Napster, ShockHound is a generic online big box that carries everything it can 
license. This could mean either that young people are more versatile listeners given the limitless online access 
or that stocking all subgenres costs nearly nothing in City of Industry hard drives and that the company can take 
a buck from a Fat Joe fan online just as easily as a 3Oh!3 fan. But it begs the question: Why would any teen, 
given all the options of online music shopping, use Hot Topic to guide their purchases? Isn’t the point of the 
internet that it isn’t the mall? 
 
In a 2008 interview in the New York Times, Hot Topic president Jerry Cook affirmed that merchandise sales 
drove the chain, but that by focusing on MP3 sales and in-store CD displays, which had always been present but 
nominal, the company could maintain the illusion of a music-centered business while branching out its T-shirt 
and poster offers beyond rock for online sales. CEO McLaughlin told Billboard in December 2008 that teens no 
longer perceived of their parents’ music as an affront to their own musical tastes, nor were their tastes as 
narrow-minded as being limited to the “rock” umbrella, so there was no reason that rebellion needed to be 
encoded in the online shop. Hot Topic has recently posted double-digit sales increases of CDs, as traditional 
brick-and-mortar record stores close. Soon Hot Topic may be one of the only places to buy music in suburbia, 
and as it expands online, it no longer signifies the slightest generational, musical, or social alternative, but rather 
becomes the last-standing record store: mainstream by default. 
 
A month after Nine Inch Nails’ purported “Goodbye” tour, there was one contemporary T-shirt and one sticker 
available for the band on Hot Topic’s website. The world NIN created has now grown up, has gone dinosaur or 
off-trend, or is simply an underground mass of people who no longer need to go to the mall to find the music, 
one another, and themselves. Hot Topic has found its new market in abstinence-only vampirism. Nine Inch 
Nails is on hold. And Trent Reznor is married, a father, and living happily ever after. 
 


